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1 Introduction

Walls are present in most flows, such as in pipes, rivers, vehicles, etc., and they
profoundly influence turbulence. Wall-bounded turbulent flows are of prime tech-
nological importance, but they are also physically very interesting. We shall see
that many issues in them are still not understood, and that they differ in many
aspects from isotropic and homogeneous flows. They are perhaps the last area
in ‘classical’ incompressible turbulence in which there are still open questions
about basic physical mechanisms.

We will focus in this paper on the structural organization of the wall region,
and specially into the genesis of the structures in the viscous and logarithmic
layers. A brief review of the classical theory is given first, for the benefit of those
not familiar with the subject [37,40].

To a first approximation we can assume that the flow is homogeneous in the
streamwise (x) and spanwise (z) directions. In the wall-normal (y) direction the
wall makes the flow inhomogeneous. It also makes it anisotropic everywhere. This
is due to two effects. In the first place the impermeability condition at the wall
prevents wall-normal velocity fluctuations from developing length scales much
larger than y, inducing a natural scale stratification in which larger structures
are only present away from the wall. Also, the wall enforces a no-slip condition
for the other two velocity components, so that viscosity cannot be neglected even
at high Reynolds numbers.

The flow is for these reasons governed by two different length scales. Near the
wall there is a thin layer in which viscosity dominates, but in which velocities are
too small compared to the free-stream velocity, U0, for the latter to be relevant.
The velocity scale is there determined by the skin friction τ as

u2
τ = τ/ρ = ν∂yU, (1)

where ρ is the fluid density, ν is the kinematic viscosity, and U is the mean
velocity profile. The length scale is given by ν and uτ , and variables normalized
in these ‘wall’ units are traditionally distinguished by a + superindex. The di-
mensionless wall distance is, for example, y+ = uτy/ν, and the dimensionless
flow thickness Reτ = uτh/ν is a good characterization of the Reynolds number
of the flow. Typical values are Reτ ≈ 100 for transitional flow to Reτ ≈ 104 for
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geophysical ones. In this near-wall region the velocity is given by

U+ = f(y+), (2)

where f is expected to depend only on wall properties (smoothness, etc.)

Away from the wall, where y = O(h), the Reynolds number is too high for
viscosity to be important. The length scale there is the flow thickness (e.g. the
pipe radius), but the velocity scale for the velocity fluctuations is still uτ . This
is because momentum conservation implies that τ is transmitted more or less
unchanged across the layer by the Reynolds stresses, −〈u′v′〉. The velocity has
been separated here into a mean value and fluctuations

u = [U(y), 0, 0] + [u′, v′, w′], (3)

and 〈〉 stands for temporal (or for ensemble) averaging. The streamwise, wall-
normal and spanwise velocity components are u′, v′ and w′. The magnitude of
the Reynolds stresses suggests that u′ = O(uτ ) and that the velocity differences
in this region are also of the same order. The general form of the velocity profile
in this layer is then

U0 − U = uτF (y/h), (4)

An overlap layer is needed to match the length scales in the inner and outer
flows, whose ratio is Reτ � 1. In this layer the distance to the wall is too small
for h to be relevant, y/h � 1, while the Reynolds number is too large for the
viscosity to be important, y+ � 1. The only remaining length scale is y itself,
and the velocity profile can be obtained from dimensional arguments. The only
possible expression for the velocity gradient is

∂yU =
uτ

κy
, (5)

where the empirical Kármán constant, κ ≈ 0.4, is in principle universal. Inte-
gration of this differential equation yields the classical logarithmic profile

U+ =
1

κ
log y+ +A. (6)

where the constantA has to be determined independently. This additive constant
controls the overall friction coefficient since, if we assume that (6) holds up to
the centre of the pipe, y = h, we obtain uτ in terms of A and of Reτ . The viscous
layer lies underneath the level in which (5) applies, and acts as the boundary
condition which fixes A, and the drag. The empirical limits for the logarithmic
layer are y/h < 0.2 and y+ > 150 [25]

Experiments agree very well with these scaling laws [41], even if the assump-
tions that we have made are only true to the lowest order, and this classical
theory can be safely used as a framework for the study of the wall.
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2 The balance of turbulent energy

There is an alternative way of understanding the structure of wall flows. Assume
a streamwise-uniform flow, such as a turbulent pipe, and separate the velocity
into its mean value and fluctuations. We can write an equation for the evolution
of the mean turbulent kinetic energy, K = 〈u′2 + v′2 + w′2〉/2,

∂yΦT = −〈u′v′〉∂yU − ε+ ν ∂yyK. (7)

In this equation the first term in the right-hand side is the production of turbu-
lent energy by the interaction between the mean shear and the Reynolds stresses,
the last one is the large-scale viscous diffusion of the kinetic energy, which can
be neglected everywhere except in the viscous sublayer, and ε is the dissipation
by the small scales ν〈|∇u|2|〉. The balance of these three terms is compensated
in the left-hand side by the divergence of a spatial energy flux

ΦT =
1

2

〈
v′(u′2 + v′2 + w′2)

〉
+ 〈v′p′〉, (8)

where p′ are the pressure fluctuations.
This equation provides an alternative derivation of the logarithmic velocity

profile [40, p. 135]. If we assume that the energy production and dissipation are
in equilibrium within the logarithmic region, and take the latter to be u3

τ/κy,
the energy balance becomes,

u2
τ∂yU = u3

τ/κy, (9)

which integrates directly to (6). The left-half side of this equation is an exact
expression for the energy production, while the right-hand side depends only on
generic properties of the turbulent cascade. The assumption is that the cascade
is implemented by approximately isotropic eddies whose velocities are O(uτ )
and whose sizes are O(y). Note that this assumption is equivalent to the length
scaling hypothesis used to derive (6), but that here it gives a more concrete
interpretation of the Kármán constant κ as defining the integral scale of the
eddies of the logarithmic region.

A consequence of this analysis is that the energy flux ΦT should be constant
across the logarithmic layer, and this is tested in figure 1.a, which contains
data from three numerical channels at moderate Reynolds numbers. Positives
fluxes flow away from the wall, and an increase of the flux with y implies a
local excess of energy production. The three curves collapse well near the wall,
where energy production dominates. Part of the excess energy diffuses into the
wall, but the rest flows through the logarithmic layer into the outer flow, where
dissipation is dominant. In this sense, the wall provides the power needed to
maintain turbulence in the outer region. There is a plateau in the logarithmic
region, in agreement with (9), together with perhaps a second energy production
peak near the outer edge of the logarithmic layer.

It is unfortunately difficult to measure all the terms of the energy equation
in experimental flows, and there are no data equivalent to those in figure 1(a) at
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Fig. 1. Spatial flux of turbulent energy in wall bounded flows, normalized by u3
τ . (a)

Total flux computed from integrating equation (7) in numerical plane channels. ,
Reτ = 180 [20]; , Reτ = 395; , Reτ = 590 [27]. (b) Flux of streamwise
turbulent fluctuations. The dashed lines are the three channels in (a). The solid ones
are boundary layers from [8]. Reτ ≈ 1, 200− 3× 104.

higher Reynolds numbers. Some parts of ΦT have however been measured and
can be used to check how representative are the numerical results. This is done
in figure 1(b), which shows the turbulent transfer of streamwise fluctuations,
〈u′2v′〉, which accounts for about half of the flux in (8). That figure includes the
numerical channels and experimental boundary layers at much higher Reynolds
numbers. Notwithstanding the uncertainties in the experimental data, specially
where the probe length is comparable to the wall distance, both set of measure-
ments coincide where they overlap, giving some confidence on the conclusions
from the numerics.

The picture suggested by this discussion is that of an energy producing region
near the wall (y+ < 50), which exports some of its extra turbulent energy across
the logarithmic region into the outer flow. This spatial energy transport is an
energy cascade different from the usual Kolmogorov one. In the latter, energy
generated at some place is transferred locally to the smaller scales, where it
is eventually dissipated by viscosity. In the spatial cascade the energy is not
dissipated locally, but is transferred to other locations where it is eventually
dissipated by cascading to smaller scales.

This second cascade is only found in inhomogeneous flows, and does not
involve dissipation. In fact, since we have seen that in wall turbulence it flows
away from the wall, where the scales are larger, it is actually a reverse cascade.
Both the spatial and the Kolmogorov cascades are present in wall flows. It is
difficult to compare their magnitude since ΦT , which is an energy flux per unit
area, has different units from ε, which is a flux per unit volume. We can however
form a length from the two quantities, λT = ΦT /ε, which is the thickness of
the layer over which the Kolmogorov cascade would be able to dissipate all the
energy provided by the spatial flux. It follows from figure 1(a), and from the
estimates in (9), that λT ≈ 0.15y, so that the turbulent energy being transferred
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through each level of the logarithmic layer is equivalent to the energy being
generated in the top 15% of its distance to the wall.

3 The near-wall region

Because of this energy-generating property, and because we have seen that the
magnitude of wall drag is controlled there, the region below y+ ≈ 100 has been
the subject of intensive study. In this layer the wall-normal Reynolds numbers
are low, and we may expect quasi-laminar structures whose behaviour can be
understood deterministically. In some sense this region corresponds to the Kol-
mogorov viscous range of isotropic turbulence, and it is easy to show that the
Kolmogorov and the wall-unit length scales are identical.

The dominant structures in this region are streamwise velocity streaks and
quasi-streamwise vortices. The former were the first ones to be recognised [19],
and consist of long (x+ ≈ 1000) sinuous arrays of alternating streamwise jets
superimposed on the mean shear, with an average spanwise separation z+ ≈ 100
[33]. At the spanwise locations where the jets point forward, the wall shear is
higher than the average, while the opposite is true for the ‘low velocity’ streaks
where the jets point backwards. The net effect is to increase the mean wall shear,
and it is the immediate cause of the turbulent wall drag [28]. Many attempts
to control drag have therefore centred on weakening these near-wall structures
[5,14].

The quasi-streamwise vortices are slightly tilted away from the wall, and
each one stays in the near-wall region only for x+ ≈ 200 [13]. Several vortices are
associated with each streak, with a longitudinal spacing of the order of x+ ≈ 400
[16]. Some of them are connected to the trailing legs of the vortex hairpins of the
outer part of the boundary layer [29], but most merge into disorganised vorticity
after leaving the immediate wall neighbourhood [32].

It has long been recognised that the vortices cause the streaks by advecting
the mean velocity gradient [3]. This process is independent of the presence of the
wall, as shown by the observation in [24] of streaks in uniformly sheared flows.

There is less agreement on the mechanism by which the vortices are gener-
ated. It was already proposed in [19] that streaks and vortices were part of a
cycle, in which the latter were the result of an instability of the former. The
argument was made more specific by [34], who noted that the spanwise velocity
gradients that separate the low- from the high-velocity streaks are subject to
inflectional instabilities. This conceptual model has been elaborated and used to
explain several properties of disturbed boundary layers by [14,12] among others,
and is the essence of the quasilinear models developed at MIT and Cornell, and
reviewed in [22,10]. It can be summarised as that the quasi-streamwise vortices
act on the mean shear to create the streaks, which become inviscidly unstable
and eventually produce tilted streamwise vortices.

A slightly different point of view is that the cycle is organized around a non-
linear travelling wave, which would represent a permanently disturbed streak.
This is not so different from the previous instability model, which essentially
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assumes that the undisturbed streak is a fixed point, and that the cycle is a
homoclinic orbit running through it. Candidate nonlinear waves have been com-
puted by [36] and others, and identified as part of a particular path to turbulent
transition in [38]. Finally, reduced models based on this approach have been for-
mulated in [35]. A difficulty with most of these studies is that there is no clear
connection between the object being identified and full-scale turbulence. What
is needed is a demonstration that a turbulent flow can be continuously modified
into one of these reduced objects while still remaining identifiably turbulent.

A possible way of doing this was proposed by [16], who substituted a full
turbulent channel with an array of identical computational boxes, periodic in
x and z, but each with its full wall-normal extent. The idea was to substitute
the complexity of all the mutually interacting turbulent units near the wall
by a ‘crystal’ of identical structures, all of them executing synchronously the
turbulence regeneration cycle. The ‘unit cell’ of the crystal was adjusted to
the smallest dimension that would maintain turbulence, which turned out to
contain a single wavelength of a velocity streak and a pair of quasi-streamwise
vortices. These structures went through a complex cycle which was still difficult
to analyze, and the statistics of the fluctuations were essentially identical to
those of fully developed channels. This ‘minimal’ system has often been used as
a surrogate for real wall turbulence, and most of the reduced models mentioned
in the last paragraph actually refer to it.

The previous experiment eliminated the possibility that wall turbulence re-
quired the interaction between neighbouring wall structures, but did nothing
about the interaction with the core flow, which was still present. The question
of the necessity of inner-outer interaction in wall turbulence has been a matter
of much discussion. It is important in formulating scaling laws for the differ-
ent regions, and in deciding which parts of the flow to target when designing
turbulence control strategies.

An important step in clarifying this question was taken by [17], who elimi-
nated the vorticity fluctuation in the outer flow of a numerical channel by using
a numerical filter which acted as a variable viscosity, low near the wall and high
outside. They were able to show that the wall cycle was ‘autonomous’ in the sense
that it could run independently of the outer flow as long as it was not filtered
below y+ ≈ 60. Again the statistics were similar to those of full turbulence.

The experiment of running a system that is both ‘minimal’, in the sense that
its wall-parallel size is small enough to contain a single copy of the structures,
and ‘autonomous’ in the sense of having no outer flow, requires some care, and
had not been achieved until now. Some preliminary results are discussed next.

In all the numerical experiments the vertical filter was set to y+ = 50, and
the wall was run until it achieved statistically steady state. Tests were run with
progressively smaller wall-parallel wavelengths, until enough flow simplification
was achieved. This happened with for x+ × z+ = 500× 220, which is somewhat
longer and somewhat wider than the minimal unit. The flow entered a regular
limit cycle, as opposed to the chaotic behaviour characteristic of full, or even of
minimal full-depth channels. Decreasing the box side made the cycle weaker and
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Fig. 2. Numerical experiments on minimal autonomous walls. , full-depth chan-
nel, x+ × y+ × z+ = 770× 380× 340; , 500× 50× 220; , 300× 50× 180.
All cases are shown after reaching statistically steady state. (a) Friction coefficients
compared with the theoretical laminar value. (b) Perturbation energies defined in the
text. There are seven cycles in the dotted line.
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Fig. 3. Isosurface of the streamwise perturbation velocity for the intermediate box in
figure 2. u′+ = −1. Flow is from left to right.

drove it almost to a permanent travelling wave. The time evolution of the friction
coefficients of two such boxes is shown in figure 2(a), which also contains data
from a full-depth channel for comparison. Figure 2(b) shows the same data in a
different representation. Orbits are shown in terms of the two-dimensional and
three-dimensional energy of the v′ fluctuations, as first used in [38]. The former is
the energy of the fluctuations of the streamwise-averaged flow, and therefore rep-
resents the intensity of long objects, essentially streaks. The three-dimensional
component contains the deviations from streamwise uniformity. The figure un-
derscores the difference between the limit cycle and the chaotic evolution of the
full channel, and shows that the simplification process in constrained systems
corresponds to a decrease of the three-dimensionality of the flow. In agreement
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with this, and with previous results in [16,17], the fluctuation intensity profiles
for these flows are essentially normal for the streamwise velocity component, but
weaker than normal for the other two components.

A three-dimensional representation of the streak in the longer of the two au-
tonomous boxes of the previous figure is shown in figure 3. It shows a streak with
two waves, associated to each of which there is a pair of quasi-streamwise vortices
(not shown). During the turbulent cycle these waves grow deeper and shallower,
but the streak is never uniformly straight. The presence of two waves suggests
that it should be possible to have an autonomous flow with a single one, and
the shorter box in figure 2 is indeed one such solution. Even if the present flows
are not permanent waves, they are very weakly oscillating ones, and it should
be emphasized that they are statitistically stationary and autonomous, in the
sense that there are no other vorticity fluctuations in the numerical box except
those seen in the figure. They have also been derived from a fully turbulent flow
by a continuous set of transformations in which their statistical properties were
either maintained or evolved smoothly. They are the best representation that we
have up to now of the elemental ‘engine’ which powers near-wall turbulence.

Figure 3 is qualitatively very similar to the traveling wave obtained in [36],
and to the structures educed from larger channels by [16,17]. Casual observation
of the differences between these and larger flows suggest the root of the complex-
ity in the latter. As the streak goes through the cycle, it ejects some vorticity
into the outer flow, essentially as a small hairpin vortex. In full-depth flows this
vorticity evolves, becomes disorganized, and eventually comes back to modify
the next cycle of the streak. In autonomous flows the vorticity is damped by the
filter as soon as it is ejected, and this randomizing mechanism is not present.

4 The structures of the overlap layer

Although the structures of the near-wall region have been the subject of a lot of
work, the overlap layer has been studied mostly from the statistical point of view.
The reason has been in part that it is difficult to obtain experimentally flows with
a clean overlap region. If we follow the criterion that the latter exists only above
y+ ≈ 100− 200 and below y/δ ≈ 0.15− 0.2, the minimum Reynolds number for
which some overlap can be expected is Reτ = 500, and at least Reτ = 1000 is
needed to have some confidence in the results. Most structural studies, which
typically require visualizations and measurements over extended regions, are
made at lower Reynolds numbers. This is also true of numerical simulations.
Moreover, even if the Reynolds number is high enough, the overlap structures
are large and themselves turbulent. This makes them harder to visualize, and
even to define, than the smoother ones near the wall.

Most of the information on this region comes from velocity spectra, and
suggests the presence of extremely large structures [4,7,30]. A compilation of
premultiplied spectra of the streamwise velocity fluctuations, kxEuu(kx), is given
in figure 4(a), and they extend to wavelengths, λ = 2π/k, of the order of 60−
100y. At the edge of the overlap region, this corresponds to 15 − 20 times the
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Fig. 4. Premultiplied velocity spectra, as a function of streamwise wavelength λx =
2π/kx, normalized to integrate to unity. Abscissae are normalized with wall dis-
tance. (a) Euu. (b) Evv. (c) −Euv. (d) Structure cross-correlation parameter
−Euv/(EuuEvv)

1/2. ◦ , numerical channel, uτδ/ν = 590, y+ = 100 [27]. � ,
y+ = 100; � , y+ = 250, pipe with uτR/ν = 2100 [23]. Simple lines are labora-
tory smooth-wall boundary layers from Carlier (private commun.): , y+ = 95;

, y+ = 360. uτδ/ν = 2530. , y+ = 110; , y+ = 970. uτδ/ν = 7050;
Symbols are from the atmospheric boundary layers: � , y/h = 100; • , y/h = 1000;
from [11], U ≈ 10 m/s at 10 m, and roughness height, uτh/ν ≈ 400. If we assume the
boundary layer thickness to be δ ≈ 500 m, δ+ = δ/h ≈ 5× 104. � , from [1] y = 1.7 m,
U = 6.2 m/s, and roughness height, h = 4 mm.

boundary layer thickness. This long-wave k−1
x energy spectrum of wall flows has

been extensively studied in [29], and is only present at wall distances which more
or less coincide with the overlap layer. Since the total energy of the fluctuations
can be written as

〈u2〉 =
∫ ∞

0

kxEuu(kx) d logλx, (10)

premultiplied spectra extending to long wavelengths imply that a large fraction
of the total fluctuating kinetic energy is associated with those structures.

Even if most of this information has been available for some time, it was not
until the compilations presented in [15,21], or until the publication of the thesis
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[9] that the real size of these structures became widely realized. A consequence
has been that many experimental measurements, and most computations, were
not planned with these structures in mind, and that the records compiled in
many of them are too short, giving the false impression that the structures are
shorter than they really are.

A compilation of spectra for the wall-normal velocity component is also given
in figure 4, which emphasizes the paucity of available data for Evv and for the Euv

cospectrum. The latter is specially important, since its integral is the transverse
Reynolds stress−〈u′v′〉, which in turn determines the mean velocity profile. Only
if this quantity scales well with the distance to the wall is there any reason to
expect the self-similar scaling of the Reynolds stresses which is needed for the
logarithmic law. It is seen in figures 4 that the Evv and Euv spectra actually scale
better with wall distance than Euu. This is especially true for the cospectrum,
even if the experiments used in the figure are very different from each other,
giving strong support to the logarithmic velocity profile. Older compilations of
stress cospectra for more homogeneous conditions can be found in [26,2].

It is interesting that the wavelengths implied by the spectra for the Reynolds
stresses are longer than those the wall-normal velocity, even if the former,−〈u′v′〉,
cannot exist without the latter. The reason is clarified by the spectral distribu-
tion of the structure parameter in figure 4(d), which describes the efficiency of
the turbulent fluctuations in transporting momentum. If this quantity is low,
the u and v fluctuations are uncorrelated, and only produce low stresses, while
the opposite is true if it is high. The distribution in figure 4(d) is consistent
with the intuitive idea that isotropic turbulence is unable to transmit momen-
tum. For wavelengths λx ≈ y the efficiency parameter is almost zero, since these
scales are small enough not to be influenced by the wall, and are therefore al-
most isotropic. It is only for the longer structures, which feel the wall and the
mean shear, that the efficiency approaches unity and that the Reynolds stresses
become significant. It is this bias of the efficiency towards longer wavelengths
that shifts the peak of the cospectrum with respect to that of Evv.

Much less is known of the spanwise extent of these fluctuations. The spectra
in figure 5 suggest that both u and v have lateral wavelengths which are low
multiples of the distance to the wall, but they were compiled from numerical
simulations at low Reynolds numbers where a proper logarithmic layer does not
exist. They also correspond to computational boxes that, as we have noted above,
are too short to contain the longest streamwise wavelengths, and it is possible
that those long waves may also be wide, in which case they would be missed by
the numerical spectra. This is suggested by the two-dimensional spectra in figure
6, which correspond to the same numerical data, and which show a ‘diagonal’
trend for both Euu and Eww, suggesting that longer and wider structures could
be present in larger numerical boxes. To our knowledge there are no published
experimental spanwise spectra on which to check this possibility, but there is at
least one report, from the analysis of PIV data in a turbulent channel, which
claims that most of the energy in Euu very close to the wall is in very wide
spanwise wavelengths [39].
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Fig. 5. Premultiplied velocity spectra, as a function of spanwise wavelength λz =
2π/kz, normalized to integrate to unity. Abscissae are normalized with wall distance.
Numerical channel with Reτ = 590, , y+ = 100; , y+ = 150; ,
y+ = 100 at uτδ/ν = 395 [27]. (a) Euu. (b) Evv.
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From the evidence of the spectra in this section, at least until the issue of
the spanwise wavelengths is clarified, the geometry of the large structures of
the overlap layer is that of long and narrow regions which exist only for the
streamwise, but not for the wall-normal, velocity component, and which can
therefore be described as streaks, broadly similar to those of the near-wall region.
They are however much larger than the latter, and fully turbulent rather than
laminar or transitional. Some references to direct observations of these large
streaky structures, in nature and in numerical simulations, can be found in [15].

5 Linear stability of the mean velocity profile

The size of the structures discussed in the previous section suggests that they
should be describable in terms of linear processes. Since we have observed that
they contain much of the kinetic energy, which is of the order of u2

τ , their char-
acteristic velocity scale is uτ , and their turnover time is TL = L/uτ , where L is
their characteristic length. This self-deformation time competes with the shear-
ing time scale of the mean velocity profile which, from the logarithmic law, is
Ts = (∂yU)−1 = κy/uτ . For any structure for which L � y, including most
of those discussed in the previous section, TL is much slower than Ts, and the
nonlinear self-interactions are not relevant for the dynamics.

The traditional emphasis when analyzing linear structures has been on un-
stable eigenmodes, since it is clear that, if they exist, they will grow and be
observed. These are commonly associated with inflection points of the mean
profile [6], in which case their growth rates are of the order of the local shear,
and they compete with other processes present in the turbulent flow.

The mean velocity profiles of most attached wall flows have no inflection
points, and are believed to be stable. This was shown for example in [31] for a
turbulent channel with impermeable walls. They used a model velocity profile
which approximated those of experimental channels, and substituted the molec-
ular viscosity by the isotropic eddy viscosity which was needed to maintain the
profile. Both approximations need some comment. The first one assumes that
something like a mean profile exists instantaneously, which is known not to be
the case. The second one assumes that the Reynolds stresses are carried by struc-
tures which are much smaller than those being studied. In both cases the implicit
assumption is that there is a separation of scales between the large structures
and the ‘small scale’ turbulence.

Such spectral gaps do not generally exist, since turbulent spectra are broad-
banded, and such assumptions have to be justified in each particular case. There
are two reasons why we will use it here. In the first place, and as long as we
restrict ourselves to analyzing the very long u structures, the spectra in the
previous section suggest that the Reynolds-stress producing scales are indeed
shorter by an order of magnitude, allowing us to plausibly model them by an
isotropic eddy viscosity. Note that this argument would not be true for the v
structures, whose spectral peaks are at shorter wavelengths than those of Euv.
This suggest that we should use the mean-field, eddy-viscosity approximation,
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estimate from it the Reynolds stresses, and use only results for those wavelengths
which are clearly longer than the stress-producing ones.

The second reason for using this approximation is that we shall see that the
eigenfunctions of interest are essentially neutral inviscid modes, and that the
role of the eddy viscosity is to damp them slightly. We may therefore expect the
eigenfunctions to be essentially correct even if the magnitude of the imaginary
damping part of the eigenvalue is not accurate.

With these limitations in mind we will next analyze the stability of wall flows
using linear perturbations of the mean profile, and substituting the constant
molecular viscosity by the variable isotropic eddy viscosity,

νt = u2
τ

1− y/h

∂yU
. (11)

Note that this definition of νt includes the molecular viscosity. Assume pertur-
bation velocities of the form

v′ = v̂(y) exp i[α1(x− ct) + α3z], etc., (12)

where the wavenumbers α1 and α3 are real, and c is an unknown phase velocity,
possibly complex. The linearized equation takes the form

(U − c) (∂yy −α2) v̂−Uyyv̂+ iα−1
1 (∂yy −α2)[νt(∂yy −α2) v̂] = −iα1νt,yy v̂, (13)

where α2 = α2
1 +α2

3, and the subindices of the mean velocity and eddy viscosity
denote derivatives with respect to y. The left-hand side is the standard Orr-
Sommerfeld stability equation [6], while the extra term in the right-hand side
originates from the variation of the eddy viscosity, and can be shown numeri-
cally to affect the solutions only slightly. The no-slip boundary condition can be
written, using continuity, as

∂y v̂(2h) = ∂y v̂(0) = 0, (14)

while the impermeability condition is

v̂(2h) = v̂(0) = 0. (15)

We will substitute it here, for reasons that will later become clear, by the more
general form,

v̂ + β0v̂ + β1∂y v̂ = 0, (16)

where β0 and β1 are arbitrary small parameters.
Except for the right-hand side of (13), Squire’s transformation [6] reduces

the problem (13)–(15) to a two-dimensional one with α3 = 0, and a modified
viscosity

ν̂t = ανt/α1, (17)

Oblique waves therefore behave as normal ones with the same α and higher
viscosity and, since the latter is generally a stabilizing effect, we may assume
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Fig. 7. Profiles of the spanwise-coherent fluctuation intensities, normalized with the
forcing vrms at the wall. Phase velocity of the forcing U+

c = 10. Wavelength λx/h = 2.7.
h+ ≈ 200. , v+rms = 0.1; , v+rms = 0.2; , linear calculation. (a)
〈u2〉1/2. (b) 〈v2〉1/2.

for the moment that α3 = 0. The right-hand side of (13) does not transform
correctly under (17), so that the transformation is not exact, but we have seen
that its effect is small.

The accuracy of the eddy-viscosity approximation can be tested by forcing
experiments in which a sine-wave transpiration is artificially imposed in one
of the walls. This is equivalent to substituting (15) by v̂(0) = 1. The result,
compared with direct simulations of forced turbulent channels, is shown in figure
7, which is adapted from [18]. The linear scaling of the velocity perturbation
profiles is excellent for two different forcing intensities, and so is the agreement
with linear theory, even if the forcing in the simulations was strong enough to
change the magnitude of the skin friction by almost 40%. Other quantities are
however not well predicted. The increment of the Reynolds stresses due to the
forcing is, for example, underpredicted by a factor of about two.

5.1 A simple inviscid profile

The general properties of the stability problem can best be understood by the
inviscid analysis of a piecewise-linear velocity profile over a single wall,

U = U0y/h if y < h; U = U0 otherwise. (18)

In the inviscid case (13) reduces to a second-order equation, and the only bound-
ary conditions are the generalized impermeability condition (16) at the wall, and
v̂ → 0 as y → ∞. The no-slip condition is lost. The solution is continuous ev-
erywhere and can be expressed as a combination of exponentials exp(±ay). The
discontinuity of ∂y v̂ at y = h is computed by integrating (13) across the corner
of the profile. There is a single eigenvalue which can be expressed as a function
of the wavenumber magnitude, α, and of the permeabilities.
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In the impermeable case, β0 = β1 = 0, the eigenvalue is neutral. The phase
velocity is real and equal to

cr/U0 =
(
e−2αh + 2αh− 1

)
/2αh. (19)

For very long waves cr/U0 ≈ αh � 1, and the corresponding eigenfunctions
decay only slowly at large y. For short waves, αh � 1, the phase velocity is
cr ≈ U , and the eigenfunctions are localized in the neighbourhood of the corner
of the profile. This mode corresponds to a neutral shear wave, and exists for
all boundary layer profiles in the inviscid limit. Viscosity weakly damps it, but
it is always there, potentially ready to couple with the permeability boundary
condition (16).

For βi � 1 we can indeed expand the eigenvalues as a series of the boundary
condition coefficients. The lowest order correction is linear in β

Δc/U0 = β1e
−2αh/h. (20)

The change in the real part of the phase velocity is O(β) and can be neglected
to the lowest order, but the stability is determined by the imaginary part of β1.
The unstable eigenfunctions are also O(β) perturbations of the neutral mode of
the homogeneous boundary conditions.

5.2 An example: the porous wall

A direct application of the previous stability analysis was found in the numerical
experiments of turbulence over porous walls carried out in [18]. The porosity of
the wall is modelled by a Darcy-type law

v′ = −γp′, (21)

where γ is a porosity coefficient with dimensions of an inverse velocity. It is zero
for impermeable walls, and tends to infinity for completely permeable ones.

The pressure at the wall is given by

α2p̂ = ∂y[νt(∂yy − α2)v̂] + iα1 (Uy v̂ + c∂y v̂). (22)

In the inviscid case (21) has therefore the general form (16) with β1 = iγα1cr/α
2,

where cr can, to lowest order, be substituted by (19). Since the imaginary part
of β1 is positive, its effect is destabilizing and we expect large-scale instabilities,
which were observed. The predicted growth rate for low porosities is

α1
(c)h/U0 = γα2
1/α

2cr. (23)

The ratio of the wavenumbers is maximum when α3 = 0, and we therefore expect
to observe, as we do, spanwise oriented perturbations.

There is in this case a simple interpretation for the observed instability. When
γU0 � 1 the porous boundary condition (21) is equivalent to p̂(0) = 0 which,
using (22), reduces to ∂y v̂(0) = 0. If we extend antisymmetrically the profile
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(18) to y < 0, it becomes a piecewise-linear free shear layer, whose stability
characteristics are well known (see [6, p. 146]). The boundary condition at y = 0
fixes the parity of the solution. The v̂ eigenfunctions of the infinite-porosity
case are even with respect to y = 0, inducing sinuous deformations of the shear
layer. These are the well-known Kelvin-Helmholtz instability waves, and they
are the only instabilities of this profile. The varicose deformation generated by
the impermeable boundary condition, v̂(0) = 0, is neutral. The intermediate
porosities connect the Kelvin-Helmholtz instability of the fully permeable wall
to the varicose neutral modes of the impermeable one.

A word of caution is needed here. The previous inviscid analysis of a model
boundary layer can be repeated for a channel [18], and the results are somewhat
different. There are in that case two initially neutral modes, which agree for
short wavelengths, but which differ substantially for long ones, suggesting that
the stability characteristics of internal and external flows might not be exactly
equal in that limit.

5.3 Viscous modes

The important conclusion that can be drawn from the previous discussion is
that there are weakly damped eigenfunctions of the mean velocity profile of
wall-bounded turbulent flows which can become unstable by coupling to a tran-
spiration at the wall. The details of that coupling control the growth rate of
the instability, but are relatively unimportant in determining the structure of
the eigenfunctions, which are always small perturbations of the neutral inviscid
ones.

There is an aspect in which this is not true. The inviscid eigenfunctions
depend only of the magnitude α of the wavenumber, since the difference be-
tween spanwise and oblique waves can be absorbed in Squire’s transformation
(17). Which wavevector is chosen depends on the transformation properties of
the boundary condition (16). We saw for example that in the porous case the
boundary condition selects spanwise waves, but other couplings can result in
predominantly streamwise, or in essentially isotropic, perturbations. The verti-
cal structure is, on the other hand, only weakly dependent on this.

An intriguing possibility is that the large scales of the logarithmic layer could
be explained by such an instability, in which the coupling would be with the
active oscillators of the near-wall region. Physically we would be speaking of
an interaction between the large outer scales and the near-wall bursting cycle.
Although we have seen that the latter can run autonomously, without input from
the outer flow, it is probable that it can be modulated by it. The inner layer
would, in this view, provide a transpiration boundary condition for the outer
one.

Although a lot of work is needed before this conjecture can be tested, there
are some hopeful indications. The full eigenvalue problem (13), with homoge-
neous boundary conditions, can be solved numerically for the mean profile of
the Reτ = 590 channel in [27]. The result is a set of eigenfunctions which de-
pend, assuming α3 = 0, on the streamwise wavelength 2π/α1. As one would
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expect, the eigenfunctions corresponding to short wavelengths are concentrated
near the wall and are strongly damped. Longer eigenfunctions penetrate deeper,
move faster, and are only weakly damped.

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1
0
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2

y/h

u rm
s(y

, λ
)

Fig. 8. Fluctuation intensity profiles for the streamwise velocity fluctuations for a
wavenumber kx/h = 2π. , from the one-dimensional spectra in the channel
simulations in [27]; , from the eigenfunctions of (13). Reτ = 590. The amplitude
scale is arbitrary in both cases.

Since we have energy spectra for the numerical flow in [27], we can compute
how the energy contained in a given set of wavelengths depends on the distance to
the wall, and compare it to the absolute value of the eigenfunction. They should
have similar structures. This is done in figure 8 for λx/h = 2π, which is the
longest one available in the simulation. They agree fairly well in the logarithmic
and wall layers, y/h < 0.2, although, given the many approximations involved,
this should only be taken as indicative.

5.4 Conclusions

We have reviewed some of the open problems in the physics of the near-wall and
logarithmic layers of wall flows. We have seen that the former is an active site for
turbulence generation, which can run autonomously and which exports energy
to the rest of the flow.

Its structure is reasonably well described in terms of a regeneration cycle
involving long streamwise velocity streaks and shorter quasi-streamwise vortices.
The cycle seems to be associated to a nonlinear structure, a wavy streak, which
has been identified theoretically and observationally, and which we have shown
here to be self-sustaining in a severely truncated numerical experiment.

Farther from the wall the structures become larger, with lengths which are
much longer than the flow thickness. Even so their spectra scale well with wall
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distance, specially for the wall-normal components. We have shown some circum-
stantial evidence that these very large scales correspond to linear eigenfunctions
of the mean velocity profile, weakly damped for homogeneous boundary condi-
tions, but destabilized by their interaction with the active near-wall turbulence
cycle.
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